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Introduction: what is a quantum spin 
system?

Hilbert space: 

Hamiltonian:

Normalisation:

(n distinguishable spins)



Introduction: what type of results?

This talk is about provable complexity results 
for simulating quantum spin systems. I.e., we 
aim to answer the question: how hard is to 
simulate a quantum spin system on a desktop 
computer? 



The task: simulate the statics and 
dynamics of H

(Statics) Calculate ground (or thermal) state:

(Dynamics) Calculate time evolution:

Two natural problems:



Problem: scaling with n?

How much computational effort must we 
expend in order to calculate a good 
approximation?

Naïve answer: time and space = dn!



Move the goal posts
We are really only interested in local properties: 

(Statics)

(Dynamics)

where A is a local operator (O(1) support), eg. 
magnetisation, or correlator:

or



The precise tasks
Given a constant and local A, calculate 
approximations     and f(t) such that

(Statics) 

(Dynamics)

What is the complexity of the problems: Statics

and Dynamics? Are Statics and Dynamics in P? 
I.e., can a desktop computer calculate them for 
large n?



What do we know?

For general interactions hj and general          very 
little is known about the worst-case complexity 
of the problem Statics, even in 1D. 

(This is probably no surprise given the results of 
Aharonov, Kempe, Gottesman (2007) and Irani
(2007).)



What else do we know?
For systems H with a spectral gap between
ground- and first-excited state, poly(n) storage 
resources are good enough for Statics (Hastings 
(2007)). But if we can’t simulate H how do we 
know there is a gap?

Time complexity to get the approximation? If H
is adiabatically connected to a system K with a 
known ground state then Statics is in P
(Osborne (2006a)). But we need to know H ~ K!



The nature of things

The 1d Statics problem is qma-hard for 

where “qma-hard” means that even a quantum 
computer can’t solve it!



The nature of things

However, in physics, one reason for the 
existence of the Statics problem is to solve the 
Dynamics problem. Does this mean Dynamics is 
harder?

Answer: no! (Osborne, (2006b))



Simulating dynamics

We want to simulate the dynamics of the 
following (possibly time-dependent) hamiltonian

where hj(t) is not necessarily continuous, so this 
evolution could simulate a quantum circuit.

(this is a generalisation of Dynamics.)



Problem: information propagation
localised disturbance at A at t = 0

what is felt here at B after 
time t = T?

time passes:



How to quantify information 
propagation?

In the Dynamics problem we restrict ourselves to  
studying time-dependent correlation functions:

where A and B are local observables and 

(Initial state is usually a product state or ground 
state.) 



Simulating dynamics

Proposition 1. If |t| < O(log n), and

then local expectations can be 
simulated using poly(n) resources. Additionally, 
a useful representation of the propagator can be 
obtained efficiently.



Simulating dynamics

Take home message: a desktop computer can 
efficiently simulate the dynamics of correlators
for vast collections of interacting quantum spins 
for any time t which doesn’t scale with the 
system size.



Simulating dynamics

Corollary 1. Dynamics is in P for q(n) = log(n) 
and

Corollary 2. log-depth local quantum circuits 
can be simulated efficiently.



The Lieb-Robinson bound

Proposition 1 (Lieb and Robinson, 1972): For 
any low dimensional spin system the following 
bound holds:

where v, k, c are constants depending only on 
||hj(t)||, and A and B are local operators. 

Proof: we’ll make crucial use of the Lieb-Robinson 
bound:



Discussion
The LR bound says that two-point dynamical 
correlations are exponentially suppressed outside 
of an effective “light cone” with an effective 
“speed of light” set by ||hj(t)||. 



The Lieb-Robinson bound

Actually, we really only use the following cousin 
of the LR bound:

where



The Lieb-Robinson bound’s cousin



The Lieb-Robinson bound’s cousin

~



Proof of proposition
We’ll show that the propagator eitH has a special 
compact form:



Proof of proposition
Begin by showing

with



Proof of proposition
So

I.e. V(t) is well approximated by a unitary which 
acts nontrivially on only sites:



Proof of proposition
To finish we apply previously step recursively to 

and



Proof of proposition

Resource scaling? Chasing epsilons through 
shows we need resources scaling as 



Discussion

• “QCA” structure shows that all expectations of 
local operators are computable using poly(n) 
resources. 

• Also shows that            is well-approximated by a 
MPS using poly(n) resources for |t| < O(log(n)).

• Various 2D results are also possible.



Discussion

• What is longest time possible? |t| > poly(n) is 
impossible unless BQP is in P.

• What about |t| ~ n1/p?

• Can interesting quantum algorithms exist with 
local circuits of sublinear (in n) depth?



Summary of first half

• We’ve introduce two problem classes: Statics

and Dynamics

• Dynamics is in P for |t| < log(n)

We made crucial use of the Lieb-Robinson 
bound. But LR is very poor: only depends on UV 
cutoff endowed by lattice structure. Can we find 
situations where we could do better?



Disorder

In the second part we focus on LR bounds for 
disordered systems. Intuitively expect better 
bounds because possibility of: 

• Anderson localisation; and 

• the quantum Zeno effect.



Disorder

Our hamiltonians for this part are of the form

where are either i.i.d. random variables 
(time independent) or (derivatives of) Wiener 
processes (time dependent)



Stronger LR bounds

We focus on proving LR bounds of the type

where A is a local operator and f(n, t) is some 
increasing function in n and t.



Disorder

Our hamiltonians will be of the form

where are either i.i.d. random variables 
(time independent) or (derivatives of) Wiener 
processes (time dependent). We focus on 2-
level spins.



2. Time-dependent disorder 
(diffusive regime)

We consider the disordered XY model

where                                   and Wj(t) is a 
brownian motion. We define



2. Time-dependent disorder

site time



2. Time-dependent disorder
Averaging over the Wiener processes (the 
disorder), using Itô’s rule, we obtain the 
following master equation

where

is the state of the system after time t averaged 
over the disorder.



2. Time-dependent disorder

In the Heisenberg picture we therefore have that 
the dynamics of averaged observables satisfy

Intuition: the disorder acts as a continuous weak 
measurement hence the Zeno effect should 
suppress information propagation.



2. Time-independent disorder

Proposition 2 (Burrell, Eisert, and Osborne, 
(2008)). Let A be a local observable. Then for 

the LR commutator of the averaged
observable satisfies the bound

This is diffusive behaviour.
Proof. Solve single particle problem in 
Heisenberg picture using Jordan-Wigner.



2. Time-dependent disorder

Conjecture 1. (Let’s be a bit vague about details!) 
Consider the hamiltonian

where                                   and Wj(t) is now 
any reasonable continuous-time martingale, 
and hj(t) is general. Then



2.1. Interlude: time-independent 
disorder is much stronger

We consider the disordered XY model

Where      are chosen according to, eg., 
Gaussian distribution. Quenched disorder.



2.1. Time-independent disorder

site

Gaussian distributed field



Anderson localisation



2.1. Time-independent disorder
Proposition 3 (Burrell and Osborne, (2007)). Let 
A be a local operator, then for almost all     the 
disordered XY model satisfies “information 
localisation”

“logarithmic 
light cone”



2.1. Time-independent disorder

Conjecture 2. Consider the hamiltonian

where     any nice i.i.d. RV’s, then for almost all

[Maybe need the hamiltonian to be

?]



3. Time-dependent disorder: ballistic 
to localised crossover

We consider now a general hamiltonian+noise

Averaging over the Wiener processes (the 
disorder), using Itô’s rule, we obtain the 
following master equation

(*)



3. Time-dependent disorder

In the Heisenberg picture we therefore have

Again intuition: the disorder acts as a 
continuous weak measurement hence the Zeno 
effect should suppress information propagation.



3. LR for time-dep. disorder

Proposition 4: for the model (*) if
then

where A is a local operator with O(1) support. If
then we conjecture that 

information can, in principle, propagate 
ballistically.



Proof
Proof: set up LR commutator (assume A(0) lives 
on site 1 and B lives on site j):

Now, we work out CA(j, t) a little time later:

where

and



Proof
The superoperator is a sum of projections 
onto the linear space of traceless operators:

so that the last term on LHS becomes

(Our upper bound will hold only a.e. but this is 
irrelevant for integrating the ODE.)



Proof continued
Putting this together with

Gives us

Taking limsup gives us:



Proof continued

Write as a matrix equation

where



Proof continued

Integrating the equality case (or iterating the 
integral equation): 

where

After tedious algebra to bound taylor series we 
find that if                        then



Proof continued
If this condition isn’t satisfied then information 
can, in principle, propagate ballistically: the 
evolution of a 1D quantum computer can 
maintain coherence for long time scales under 
threshold. 

Our results can be seen as a continuous-time 
analogue of  D. Aharonov, Phys. Rev. A 62, 
062311 (2000) on fault tolerance in quantum 
computers. Our bound applies to all local 
observables. 



Summary
• Disorder can improve bounds on information 
propagation in quantum spin chains

• Time-independent case exploits Anderson 
localisation

• Time-dependent case exploits quantum Zeno 
effect. 

• Ballistic, diffusive, and localised regimes can 
occur.
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